
NEW:

GAME-CHANGING 

SUSTAINABLE  

ACCESORIES &  

BODY CARE  

LINE

Inspiring to be part  
of a change 
This entire range helps hoteliers 
and modern travellers to be 
co-creators of a better world 
by offering products with a  
reduced ecological impact 
and an inspiring call to action. 

Discover our new dynamic, progressive 
and responsible accessories range that 
has sustainability and integrity at its core. 
The meticulously conceived accessories of 
this promise-keeping line embody four  
crucial principles of responsible living: 

REFUSE: plastic content, excessive  
packaging material
REUSE: multi-use articles of durable  
material; upcycling with multi-purpose  
products 
RECYCLE: use of recycling-friendly  
material
RETHINK: use of soy ink; favor renewable 
material resources; use of natural materials 
(bamboo fibre, bamboo, bio-cotton, bio- 
based plastic from cornstarch)



putting beauty into travel
surprising, sustainable & safe

MODERN 
ENVIRONMENTALLY-
FRIENDLY NECESSITIES 

The highlight tree-free packaging 
material of this nature-respecting 
collection is stone paper. This 
material is not only a profound 
eco-friendly solution but also  
water-proof, 100 % recyclable and 
features 100 % soy ink print. 

CERTIFIED BODY CARE 
RANGE PREVIEW * – 
AVAILABLE SOON 

    A blend of both green and 
healthy lifestyle

    Cosmos Organic & Nordic 
Swan Ecolabel certified 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Design preview

Sustainable 
necessities

Bamboo Comb

Nail file (white-grey)

Shower Cap  

with bio-based plastic*

Sewing Kit

Vanity Set

3 Bamboo Cotton pads,  

3 Bamboo cotton buds 

Bamboo Tissues (3 pcs)

Bamboo Fibre Laundry Bag

Bamboo Fibre Shoe Bag

TAR001RSCOM

TAR001RSNAF

TAR001RSSCA

TAR001RSSEK

TAR001RSVAN

TAR001RSHAN

TAR016ALLAU

TAR001RSSBA

7  ml / 0.2 fl.   oz.

Razor with bio-based plastic*

Shaving Cream (100 pcs) 

Shaving Kit ** (1 Razor with bio- 

based plastic*, 1 Shaving Cream)

TAR001RSRAZ

UNI007ALSCR

TAR001RSSHV

5  g / 0.18  oz.

Bamboo Toothbrush

Colgate Toothpaste

Dental Kit ** (1 Bamboo Tooth-

brush, 1 Colgate Toothpaste)

TAR001RSTOB

UNI005ALTOP

TAR001RSDE5 

Slippers Bamboo Fibre Slippers

Bamboo Thongs

Bamboo Linen Slippers

Synthetic felt*** Slippers

Synthetic felt Slippers  

with bamboo fibre

TAR529SLSEO

TAR532SLTAI

TAR521SLBOR

TAR528SLFOR

TAR528SLLEV

Reusable  Refill Pouch Craft Paper TAR088KEBAG

Stone paper 
highlights 

 

* from cornstarch
** on demand, MOQs apply

*** Synthetic felt makes product reusable
**** compared to conventional paper production

****

PACKAGING 

HIGHLIGHT: 

TREE-FREE 

STONE PAPER


